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FALSE CEILING SYSTEM
BROCHURE
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PVC Paneling
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About KOHINOOR DECOR

FALSE CEILING SYSTEM
Bring Class and Style to your Beautiful Spaces

Who we are?
Incorporated int the year 1998, we ‘Kohinoor Decor’ are a sole proprietorship-based firm engaged as the
foremost wholesale supplier and service provider for Interior designing and False Ceiling Products (Gypsum
Plaster, Plaster of Paris, Gypsum Boards, P.O.P. Sheets, Metal Framing Accessories – G.I. Ceiling Sections,
Aluminium Ceiling Tiles, Metal Ceiling Tiles, PVC Panels) and False Ceiling Services. Our products are high in
demand due to their premium quality and affordable prices. Furthermore, we ensure to timely deliver these
products to our clients, through this we have gained a huge client’s base in the market. Under the direction
of our mentor ‘Mr. Mohd. Ilyas Sheikh (Proprietor)’, we have been able to achieve a reputed name in the
industry.
We, at Kohinoor Decor, one of the most recognized and leading manufacturing and trading firms in Nagpur,
provide you with different types of Interior Designing, Gypsum False Ceiling (Residential/ Commercial),
Installations, Maintenance or repairing at a professional rate of prescribed designs.
Our business is generally known for its next level ceiling designs, their resistance to extreme weather
conditions, ease of services provided and skilled installations by workers.
We also take part in trading all varieties of ceiling products (Gypsum Powder, Gypsum Boards, Ceiling Tiles,
Ceiling Sections, Gypsum and Plaster of Paris sheets) at a much cost-effective rate.

From our Executive Owner,
With my 25 years of experience in this stream of interior
designing, false ceiling contracts and all related Gypsum works, I
have been able to recognize every bit of trading and supplying
every commodity in this scenario.
Our business usually deals with better customer satisfaction with
every ease of better execution of the work. Our executing staff
never fails to perform their tasks regardless of the direction they
have been given.

Get inspired by the latest False Ceiling trends for your spaces
We offer world of creative possibility that can help transform a space into something sculptural and stunning.
Our portfolio of Innovative Ceiling solutions includes Plasterboard Decorative Range, Colorful fiberglass
clouds and baffles, Gypsum PVC Laminated, and unmatched aesthetics from Perforated Acoustical gypsum.
Whether the goal is architectural impact alone or acoustical & thermal performance, enjoy design freedom
and flexibility with Kohinoor Decor Ceiling Solutions.

Mohd. Ilyas Sheikh

We are recognized as a prominent and leading authorized False Ceiling services provider from Nagpur. Our
False Ceiling range differs from different attributes to offer Plaster Of Paris (POP) False Ceiling, Gypsum False
Ceiling, Grid Ceiling, PVC False Ceiling, Linear Cell Ceiling and Open Cell ceiling.

Owner and Founder at Kohinoor Decor, Nagpur
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Plaster of Paris (POP)
False Ceiling

Gypsum
False Ceiling

Gypsum Plasterboard ceiling is a monolithic suspended system that allows you to achieve a beautiful,
homogeneous appearance and a smooth finish without any visible joints. Curves, steps and other design
options can also be achieved with gypsum plasterboards.

POP or Plaster of Paris, is a quick-setting plaster made of white powder that hardens when exposed to water
and then allowed to dry. POP is most used to make false ceilings and protrusions in interior design.

We have gained recognition in the industry by offering an excellent quality assortment of Commercial and
Residential Gypsum False Ceiling. We do design modular false ceilings or we can follow patterns given by
customer. We use high quality gypsum material keeping in mind the defined industry standards. We also
provide all the work and complete our projects within stipulated time frame.

Keeping the diverse requirements of our customers, we are indulged in providing Plaster of Paris Design to
our customers. These Plaster of Paris Designs are executed keeping the preferences and budget of our clients
in mind. We execute these POP designs within the stipulated time period.

Material

Gypsum

Material

Plaster of Paris (POP)

Panel Built Type

Gypsum Plasterboard

Panel Built Type

Plaster of Paris (POP) Sheet

Work Technique

Machine & Labor

Work Technique

Machine & Labor

Ceiling Type

Concealed Grid

Ceiling Type

Concealed Grid

Design

As per customer’s requirement

Design

As per customer’s requirement
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Grid
Ceiling

Acoustic Perforated
Ceiling

Perforated Ceiling Tiles are designed to suit standard suspended grid systems, typically in commercial
construction. Suitable for a range of commercial environments where sound absorption is requires,
Perforated Ceiling Tiles are often used in shopping centres, offices, restaurants, libraries and galleries.

The Grid Ceiling systems are lightweight lay-in and clip-in systems available in concealed or exposed grid
options. The ceiling has substantial sound reduction and absorption qualities. We offer 2×2 and 2×4 sized
Grid ceiling tiles and in various patterns. Depending on the requirements of design and space, the tiles offer
a wide range of decorative effects. Pre-finish options include smooth, textured, patterned, or perforated
effects. One type of suspended ceiling is made up of Acoustic Ceiling Tiles (ACT) and a stick-built grid system.
Sometimes called a lay-in ceiling, this type of system is versatile, durable, and cost effective.

Perforated Gypsum panels have excellent acoustic features and can be used for both ceilings and walls.
Plaster boards with different perforations in symmetric form not only enhance the acoustics but also
increase the aesthetics of any space.

We are a trusted name in trading and supplying a wide array of Grid Ceiling. The range of our products is
widely renowned for its excellent quality and is widely used in the construction industry. We make sure to
offer these products in compliance with the international quality standards. Our product range is widely
used in mineral fiber ceiling.
Material

Gypsum / Mineral Fiber / Metal (Aluminium / G.I.) / PVC Laminated

Panel Built Type

Ceiling Tile & Panel (2 x 2 | 2 x 4)

Work Technique

Machine & Labor

Ceiling Type

Exposed Grid | Concealed Grid

Design

As per customer’s requirement
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Material

Gypsum

Panel Built Type

Perforated Ceiling Tile & Panel

Work Technique

Machine & Labor

Ceiling Type

Exposed Grid | Concealed Grid

Design

As per customer’s requirement
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PVC
False Ceiling

Open Cell
Ceiling

Polyvinyl Chloride ceilings, or PVC ceiling, as it’s often called, is one of the most common types of ceiling
today. PVC ceilings are durable and sturdy. They will last for a very long time and require very little
maintenance.

The Open Cell ceiling system creates a simple open plan ceiling design. These panels can be easily installed
or removed, providing quick access to the ceiling plenum. Quality performance is exquisitely exhibited in the
open cell metal ceiling system that has created opportunities to be installed at corporate offices,
transportation sector and hospitality areas.

We have been counted amongst the most trusted names in this domain, engaged in providing Designer PVC
Ceiling Service. Leveraging by the vast experience of this domain, we render the premium quality of PVC
False Ceiling Services. Our systematic execution and cost effectiveness, makes the false ceiling services highly
demanded. In accordance to the specifications provided by the customers, the PVC designer false ceilings
are rendered by us in user-defined specifications.

Essential to enhance the beauty and grace of the space, offered ceiling is processed under the guidance of
our adroit professionals using quality assured product and progressive technology in sync with set industry
norms. Our provided ceiling is ideal for commercial and residential places.
Material

Aluminium | G.I.

Material

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)

Panel Built Type

Open Cells & Panels

Panel Built Type

PVC Ceiling & Wall Panel

Work Technique

Machine & Labor

Work Technique

Machine & Labor

Ceiling Type

Concealed Grid

Ceiling Type

Concealed Grid

Design

As per customer’s requirement

Design

As per customer’s requirement
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Linear
Ceiling

U Shape Baffle
Ceiling

Linear Metal Ceiling System is the right choice for creating dynamic ceilings and glamorizes the entire exterior
or interior appeal. It is laced with extensive specifications.

Linear Baffles is an attractive, linear ceiling system that screens the open plenum beautifully. It has Clean
crisp detailing and detachable suspension with fully adjustable spacing. It is a Robust, engineered system
that is quick and easy to install.

Well suited to meet the interior as well as exterior needs, Linear Metal Ceiling System allows variability of
designs. These contemporary panels have the brilliance to create dynamic ceilings assisted with gentle rolling
waves. Its snap-up design provides boundless access with a trifling plenum depth obligation. Each and every
aspect of Linear Metal Ceiling System holds importance for controlling the sound system effectively and
allowing functioning of tasks without difficulty.

The baffle ceiling system introduces unique design element to any space and is a striking addition whether
it is installed throughout an entire room or just serves as an accent. Both the style and spacing is
customizable and the system can also be installed on either vertical or curved surfaces. The Baffle ceiling
panels can be easily installed and uninstalled for accessibility.
We are instrumental in delivering an extensive range of Linear Cell Ceiling that are classy in looks and are
designer in nature. They have smooth texture and are classy in appearance.

Material

Aluminium | G.I.

Panel Built Type

Linear Panel (84C/184C | 84R/184R/284R | 150F/200F)

Work Technique

Machine & Labor

Material

Aluminium | G.I.

Ceiling Type

Concealed Grid

Panel Built Type

U Shape Baffle

Design

As per customer’s requirement

Work Technique

Machine & Labor

Ceiling Type

Concealed Grid

Design

As per customer’s requirement
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NOTES

CONTACT US
Contact No.: +91 9822232309 | +91 9371080486
Email: info@kohinoordecor.in
Website: www.kohinoordecor.in
Address: Kohinoor Plaster, Milan Hall, Siddharth Nagar, Teka Naka, Kamptee
Road, Nagpur, Maharashtra - 440017

www.kohinoordecor.in
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